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Objective

Plumbing Helper is installing and maintaining a wide variety of plumbing fixtures; including but 
not limited to, water heaters, compressors, valves, whole home re-pipes, water treatment 
systems, etc. Organising all inventories of materials and tools needed for each job. Properly 
evaluating and preparing each job to determine what parts and materials are needed.

Skills

Solidworks, Mathcad, Bluebeam.

Work Experience

Plumbing Helper
ABC Corporation  April 2012 – July 2013 
 Hands-on experience in performing and assisting in various plumbing jobs Immense 

knowledge of plumbing and sewage system.
 Thorough knowledged of production processes and maintaining control over costs.
 Maintained and repaired plumbing systems Ability to utilize various hand and power tools for 

projects Familiarity of interpreting various project blueprints Professional Experience Plumber 
Helper MCC Group, L.L.C., Los Angeles , CA.

 Assisted plumbers and performed repair for any leaking or broken pipes.
 Accommodated pipes and if required cut and drilled holes in walls.
 Assembled new pipe in hangers and provided support externally as well.
 Selected type and size of tool and if required assisted in requisition.

Plumbing Helper
Delta Corporation  2007 – 2012 
 Did plumbing from replacing water heaters to repiping houses and replacing drain lines.
 Gabriels Plumbing Responsible for measuring, and cutting p.v.c.
 pipe, Doing roughings and making sure pipe is at a certain slope, and Installing sinks and 

toilets properly.
 Assembled pipe fittings and lengths of pipe for jobs Collaborated and assisted in excavating 

and grading of trenches for pipe Developed solutions to .
 Was working with the foreman of the company hands on.
 Helped gather materials for the days jobs, also assisted in any duties associated to the days 

job.
 These duties included, jackhammering concrete, digging trenches, cutting wood, pvc, abs, 

copper, and pex pipe, gluing and preparing pipe for .

Education

Diploma In English
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